CHITTAGONG,
BANGLADESH

Second largest city in Bangladesh, future site of "petro-Arab" resort!

So far, our work in Bangladesh has been mainly in the capital of Dacca. The Lord showed us (Samuel and Angela) that He wanted us to start a new Home in the second largest city of Bangladesh, Chittagong, which is very conservative, as it is mainly Muslim.

So, two days later we went on the road by faith having raised a few dollars by selah listlessness. The Lord showed us to go stay at the Y.M.C.A. hostel, and there we stayed for one week, for free! PTL!

We started making lots of contacts with local businessmen and influential people—by hitchhiking around the city. Here cars are a luxury that only the rich can afford! Our first month here we moved from place to place, friends giving us addresses of other friends where we could stay until we could find a home. God bless them! The Lord never failed to provide free food and free lodging according to His promises! Praise His Name!

Through our music ministry, we were introduced to the top teachers and officials of the city's educational system. One of them, who is also a well known and influential politician, took us under his wing and one week later found us a very nice flat in the middle of town, all surrounded by coconut trees!

At the time, our visas were about to expire. Then we got a letter that Samuel's mother was coming from France to visit. As soon as she arrived, we asked for a visa extension. Our reason given was "to help her visit your country". They gave it to us with no problems! God's perfect timing! PTL! We visited the country with her and shared the Word, especially the end-time prophecies of Daniel and Revelation which she was interested in. Upon leaving, she gave us a big donation and also paid for two months rent on our flat! God bless her! About the same time, Angela received a big donation through the mail from her mother! God bless our thankful parents!

For cover and support, Angela was offered a job giving English classes at a local organisation. We met a young student from the Muslim community who was very inter-
ested in our work. We shared with him and he received Jesus and the Holy Spirit! We shared our vision, goal and a few basic MO Letters with him and after a few days he said, “It’s like Jesus is always with me, I can speak with Him anytime!”

Now Samuel has been asked to give French lessons at different places around town. Through these jobs, we should be able to get one-year extensions on our visas, with a total “drop-in” vision!

The horizons of our outreach here are expanding for the future! We have heard from many sources that since the war in Beirut, the “petro-Arabs” have been looking for another holiday-pleasure spot and that they made a proposition to the Bengalese President that if he agrees to build a centre with bars, hotels, dancing, etc. that they will come to Bangladesh to enjoy their free time.

This pleasure centre is already in the works—in a town about 40 miles from our Home! So it looks like a bright future for our Ministry of Love! PTL! In the meantime, please pray for us and any financial help you can send will be a blessing, as this is a very poor country! Love, Samuel & Angela.

**BRUNEI (Borneo)**

Heeding Jesus’ commandment of Mark 16:15, Samuel, Christina (7 months pregnant), Rachel (1½ years), Zachaeus and Morina left Singapore by ship to pioneer Brunei, a small British Colony on the Island of Borneo.

Brunei is a very small (pop. 150,000) but wealthy oil state headed by a Sultan. The national religion is Islam, but they tolerate straight-line Christian denominations such as Roman Catholics and Anglicans, mainly because of the large European population working in the petroleum industry there. The native population is composed of Malays, Chinese, Dyakes and Ibans.

Our first week there, we had just run out of money and were seeking a place to stay, when we met R., who introduced us to a Malay friend who let us stay in a house of his rent-free! The house is fully furnished with everything we need. God has never failed to supply all our needs! We have been provisioning all our food, clothing and even pens and paper! PTL!

Music has been a real key, as we were able to play for the Executive Staff of a major oil company at their exclusive club, for which we also got paid! We are now playing in bars and cafes where we are meeting and witnessing to many people who in turn help support our work with donations and meals. Morina and I also met a TV producer who wants to do a half-hour special featuring our songs! PTL!

Brunei being a Muslim state, witnessing and proselytising are illegal, and visas are hard to get. Christina has been able to make arrangements at a hospital for the delivery of her baby, and they agreed to do it absolutely free! This will also enable Sam and Christina to stay longer, as she cannot travel at this late stage of pregnancy! Use it!

There are also two more States of East Malaysia that have never seen
or heard of us, so there’s lots to do! Can you help with a donation? Please send them to “The Brunei Pioneers” c/o Box 9935, GPO, Hong Kong. God bless you! WLY! —Report by Zacchaeus.

THE MALLORCA, SPAIN PIONEER TEAM!

The Mallorca Family in front of their new Home. (left to right) Mahela, Maria, Bill, Dust, Brian, Rose and Josue. Photo by David.

Where are the ‘Real Fathers’?
by Glory U., Copenhagen, Denmark

Dear Dad,

God bless you! I love you so much! The Lord showed me something beautiful today about our children! In the Letters “Mothers of God”, “Real Love Never Fails”, etc., etc., you talk about our mothers being the best FF’ers because they have natural children to take care of and therefore have more patience, love, understanding and a more sacrificial spirit, because that’s what children teach you.

Now today, I was thinking about our brothers in the Family, and I just realised something beautiful!

Danish David with Dust & Mahela’s children—Andrew and Brian, in Mallorca, Spain. Photo by Dust.
I have seen two kinds of brothers in the Family:

The first kind of brother is very immature about both sex and children. Often they don’t like to help care for children because it’s simply hard work and you have to give up a lot of things, especially your time and your ideas. (But on the other hand, you learn many beautiful lessons.) One thing I realised with this type of brother is that they are not as happy and content as they could be.

The second kind of brother is just the opposite: They just love to help care for the little ones and are so concerned about them and treat them as their own. I just realised that this kind of brothers usually are shiners in witnessing and FF’ing because they have that love, patience, understanding and sacrificial spirit it takes! They are just terrific in FF’ing girls into the Family!

We have so much to learn from the children! It looks like the people who run away from the responsibility of taking care of children really miss something! Also, if we cared for our new disciples just like we care for newborn babies, maybe we would have had more disciples and more would have stayed in the Family. (AMEN - Dad)

Dad, it would be such a blessing if you could write something about “Real Fathers”! The whole Family needs it. I love you very, very much. Thank you so much for your love and concern for all of us!

—Glory U., Copenhagen, Denmark.

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS!

EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA

GIRL—Ambra, to Stella; Naples, Italy—31/7.
GIRL—Christina, to Bezaleel & Salome; Italy—20/7.
GIRL—Claudia, to Chiara; Italy—18/7.
BOY—James Peter, 5th child born to Saffron; Perugia, Italy—July.
BOY—Jared Michael, to Shadrach & Almond LaFlame; Corfu, Greece—26/7.
BOY—Johannes, to Shalom; Munich, W. Germany—20/8.
GIRL—Charity Ann, to Tychicus & Twilight New Dawn; Erlensee, W. Germany—2/8.
GIRL—Rose Maria, to Elias & Bethany Astro; Birmingham, England—21/8.

GIRL— Ebony Joy, to Phil & Cedar; Corfu, Greece—12/8.
GIRL—Amanda, to Ethan & Joy Pressman; Aachen, W. Germany—6/8.
BOY—Christian, third boy born to
ATTN: PUB CENTERS! Have you received any exciting testimonies about how the Comix are going on the street or any reactions from sheep in your Mail Ministry? — The artists would love to hear them! Keep us inspired! Please send ’em to: Maria Campos, Apdo. 46131, Madrid, Spain (with Attn: J.A. in lower left corner. Do not use COG or FOL anywhere on the envelope!)

CLASSIFIED ADS!

Wanted: FF partner & childcare helper in Lugano, Switzerland: The FF’ing here in the Italian part of Switzerland is fantastic, but right now I’m the only girl! Also, I’m seven months pregnant with my second “love baby” and would appreciate help with one-year-old Josiah! Looking forward to hearing from you! Please send background and photo to my mailing address – Jemima, c/o Giannotti, Via della Rocca 44, Massa, Italy.

Wanted: Labourers for Refuge Farm in Canada! We have just reopened a refuge that has been shut for about two years. It was given to us for this purpose by a king and queen who believe what Dad has said about the soon-coming fall of America. Right now, we are 4 adults and one child but need at least 5 more adults. Also, we need funds to buy literature and a vehicle in good condition. If you can help in any way, please contact: Robert Collins, c/o L. Stewart, Box 4, Site 1, R.R. 4, Rimby, Alberta, Canada.

Single brother looking for single sister with (or without) children to

Single brother looking for Home in fresh harvest field outside U.S. I would like to work with another artist, if possible. Please write to: Caleb Merryheart (Jeffry Matthews), c/o Sandra Plapp, Rt. 3-Dogwood Rd., Carbondale, Illinois, 62901 U.S.A.

Desperately needed: Single sister in Cartaghe, Tunisia! We are two married couples with five children and we need help to make progress with our fish and new projects! Are there any single sisters with a burden to pioneer this Third World country? Granted, it’s a lot of work with an FF’ing and Real Mothers vision, but when shared equally together, it can result in glorious united victory, not only for a few adults and children but for an entire country and its people! Please answer our plea by sending your background, burdens and a photo to: G. Wander, 25 Rue Remada, Salammbio, Cartaghe, Tunisia. P.S., a knowledge of French would be helpful! GBY!

Wanted: Mother with one or more children in Salou, Spain! The Lord has given us a beautiful apartment in Salou, Spain. We are a couple with a baby due in January, but we miss having other children around to work with, as we love teaching and training them so much. Are you a mother without a mate or maybe you have a “love baby” and need some help? We’d love to hear from you and have you join our Home. We would particularly like to have a Spanish sister with children and also a Spanish brother who loves children and would like to help in their care and training. Please contact us right away. Love, English Enoch and Danish Lily. Address: Liselotte Groth & Stephen Strutt, Lista de Correos, Salou, Spain.

FIND-A-FRIEND!

Does anyone know the address of Matthias Mountain? If you do, please send it to me as soon as possible! Kenaz, c/o Renold, P.O. Box 17369, Andheri P.O., Bombay 400058, India.

Dear Elam & Niko, we would really like to hear from you. Please write! Also, Noe & Llivia Diluvio, where have you been? We could use your help here in Colombia! Please write us as soon as possible! We need you! — Job & Siloe Cátor (before Job Tortuga), A.A. 5090, Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A.

Sunshine (Mary Lynne), who was in Seattle 4 years ago, New York 2 years ago and in Mexico 8 months ago, please get in touch with your brother, Edward Lunske. He really wants to hear from you. Please send your letter c/o the Vancouver Home and I will forward it! Love, Mesha (Anna-Grace).—Box 35193, Sta. E, Vancouver V6M-4G4, B.C., Canada.

Dearest Cristal & Cristalina, where are you? We worked together in Sao Paulo, Brasil before the RNR, remember? We are now pioneering Argentina and burning free for the Lord. We really, really need you!
Please write immediately! We love you!—Paulo Obedee & Isaias Testimonio. Address: Amilcar Bazzana, Av. Cordoba No. 4, 184, 5 “D”, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Joshua, Sheba and Zattu Abraham, who were in the Bahamas in December of 1977, please contact Dorothy O. Crane at 3210 S.W. 20th Court, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, 33312 USA.

Levi Cook, Maria Hole and Seek—Where are you? I would love to hear from you all! Love, Caleb Merryheart

NOW AVAILABLE!

#607 Dec. of Love
#704 Extermin.
#677 Elixir of Love
#335A Holy War
#665 Change the World
#7 Sight-See
#531 Infidelity
#57 Flat-landers

ARABIC COMICS!

HOT OFF THE PRESS!
The eight Letters shown above are ready to be mailed off to you, upon receipt of your order!
Minimum 1.5 kilo weight orders (sorry, no more than 3 titles per minimum order.) Price: 20 Swiss Francs per 1.5 kilo package (approx. 250 Letters). Or, order 3 kilos for only 35 S.F. (or equivalent). Includes airmail postage anywhere in Europe or surface mail to the rest of the world. Send orders to: Michael Tincher
C.P.O. 562
Athens, Greece

Coming soon! “Real Love” booklet in Arabic! Also Greek LIN’s, comix and Daily Mights, Turkish comix also available. Please write for details!

FAMILY NEWS compiled, typed & layed out by Zebedee & Zorah Rabbit.
Photowork by Zebedee Rabbit. *A World Services Publication.
AVAILABLE AT LAST!

Volume IV ~ The 'FF' Volume!
The MO Letters 501-600
Hottest Volume Ever Published!
-And We Mean HOT! -- D. Only!

* All Letters, 501-600, in their complete, original, unedited form!
* Vividly illustrated from cover to cover!
* Beautiful brown leatherette cover!
* Printed on top-quality Bible paper! (like Vol.Ill)
* With a new, thorough Index and exhaustive, detailed, topical breakdown on all aspects of FFing!
* Paragraph-by-paragraph Contents Summaries on all Letters!
* Mailed direct to your door immediately upon receipt of your payment and order!

Available for Only US$10 (or EQUIV.)

What "fisher of men" can afford not to order this priceless Volume — the FF Manual! — A real bargain at this price!

* To ensure that all members of your Home have sufficient funds to order their copy of Vol. IV as soon as possible, perhaps your Home can make a special group fund-raising effort for this purpose, that "distribution (of the Volumes) may be made unto every man according as he has need". (Acts 4) — G.B.Y!

Send all orders to: Gold Lion Publishers, Box 20854, C.W.B. P.O., Hong Kong.

Be sure to use this coupon to place your order and send direct to G.L.P.
Please print clearly in Block Capitals.

Please send me the following by postpaid surface mail:

Quantity

The MO Letters Vol. IV_________
Total amount enclosed with order:

U.S.$_______________ (or equiv.)

Payment must accompany order in cash, bank draft or money order payable to:
Gold Lion Publishers

My Name:________________________________________
Mailing Address:_____________________________________

Please allow at least 1 month for delivery. — Thanks!